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Fig.1 Basic Requirements of the Monitoring System

Data Analysis
The monitoring system for the power system of mine emergency system needs to monitor the status of the power system of mine emergency system, and provides control function. The data information monitored and controlled is determined by the power system of the mine emergency system [6, 7] . Here the data information is described.
System Firmware Version: with this you know if the system is the newest or has been updated. System Work Mode: in different work mode, the system functions differently. It has two work modes: normal mode and debugging mode. Usually the system works in normal mode.
Hardware System Time: This value is got from the hardware system of mine emergency system. From this you know when the events occur, the status of mine emergency system at given time.
Power Mode: There are two power mode for the system: power from Lithium-ion battery and from AC power supply. Normally, the system is powered by AC power supply, but when AC power supply is interrupted, the system will be powered by Lithium-ion battery.
Battery Pack Voltage: The battery pack must work in normal voltage range. If the battery pack voltage is too low, the mine emergency system may be damaged, even causes serious results. In this case it is necessary to change new battery packs to assure the mine emergency system works normally.
The Current of the Power System of the mine emergency system: if the current is too large, the system may be damaged, and then some measures must be taken.
Remaining Energy of the Battery Pack: this value is very important. When the system is powered by Lithium-ion battery, you know how long the battery pack can support the mine emergency system. Furthermore, it indicates what actions to take.
Temperature of battery pack: Battery pack has its own work temperature. If the temperature is too low or too high, the battery may be damaged or can't maximally use the power.
The alarm information of the mine emergency system is also needed. With these information, the user of the system can detect the problems of the system and take proper measures.
Data Collection and Update Rule
To ensure the data information is the latest, the monitoring system communicates with the hardware system of the power system of mine emergency system through RS232.The hardware system sends the data information listed above to the RS232 interface of PC by RS485-RS232 module [5] . The monitoring system gets the data information periodically in need.
After the data information has been got, the system checks if the data information is valid. For example, In one communication cycle (the monitoring system requests data information and the hardware system of mine emergency system responses accordingly), if the monitoring system gets the data information correctly, it deals with these information. The monitoring system checks whether the values are in correct range or valid. If not, the data information received in this communication cycle will be abandoned. If all the data information is valid, the monitoring system updates the information. System Design As the monitoring system is part of the power system of mine emergency system, the structure of the power system of mine emergency system is introduced first. The structure of the power system of mine emergency system is shown in Fig.2 .
Applied Mechanics and Materials Vols. 220-223 1477 Fig.2 The Structure of the power system of Mine Emergency System As the system is used for mine production, safety is one important factor to the system design. So redundancy mechanism is applied. Normally the power system is driven by AC power. When AC power is interrupted, the system will be driven by Lithium-ion battery packs. As LCD display module is powered by DC power, so an AC220-DC5.5V intrinsic safe power module is needed. The master control board manages the power system, communicates with the LCD display module by UART, and also communicates with the monitoring system through an RS485-RS232 module. The LCD display module displays the arguments of power system. The Monitoring system sponsors the communication between the master control board and the monitoring system.
Next the structure of the monitoring system is stated. The monitoring system has 5 parts: communication data handling module, communication data monitoring module, the visualization module, system control module, history information query module. Each part contains fault control. The blocks of the monitoring system is shown in Fig.3 .
Fig.3 Block Diagram of Monitoring System
Communication data handling module is the core of the monitoring system and is basic for other modules. It is responsible to send commands to the master control board and handle the response data. Communication data monitoring module records the communication data on the bus after the monitoring system is started. In this module you can observe the original communication data, and save the data for latter use. This module is used for maintenance of the system when some problem occurs. System control module is used to control the power system, such as system reset, system settings requirement, system settings configuration, etc. It works together with communication data handling module.
The data information should be visualized and the user knows what actions to take next. This function is for data visualization module.
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By history information query module, the user can request the history record stored in the master control board. The history data is listed in a dialog; the user analyzes it to further diagnose the system.
Communication Protocol
To communicate with the master control board, communication protocol is defined [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The frame structure includes frame start(2 bytes), destination address(1 byte), source address(1 byte), command(1 byte), data length(1 byte), frame data(it is different according to the command), frame end(2 bytes). The frame start is fixed as 0x10 0x02, and the frame end is fixed as 0x10 0x03.The destination address and source address can be 0x00(stands for the monitoring system) or 0x0A(stands for master control board).The data length is the size of frame data. If there is no frame data, this field is 0. One example is shown in Fig.4 . Table 1 shows the commands defined in the communication protocol (All the commands are defined from the monitoring system view, as it is the sponsor of communication).
Fig.4 Example of Frame
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